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 The core of the experience is a series of single-player campaigns, and the side-quests which are included in the game. Each
campaign is divided into three phases, with new civilizations introduced in each phase. Along the way players will unlock new
technologies, units, cities, and organizations. In World Conqueror players must build a coalition of five different civilizations.
Each of the 35 civilizations in World Conqueror offers unique bonuses to game play. Create your own alliance with the user-
friendly interface. Play on your terms with the tools of a Civilization game. See your choices play out across a 3D map, and

keep a pulse on the board by looking at the history of your battles. An empire spanning the ages: You will fight enemies, travel
around the globe, and lead your allies and enemies to victory throughout 35 campaigns of epic battles across 35 civilizations.

Your empire will stretch from the Ancient Greeks to the Middle Ages. A civilization at war: Build a coalition of five
civilizations with differing strengths and weaknesses and wage war to conquer your foes. Your empire will span five different

ages of civilization. The magic of 21st century: Each victory card represents a unit. It can move around the board, perform
actions, or attack. There are over 50 victory cards. Battle with the gods: Control the Divine Powers and focus your might on a

specific unit. Use your powers to conquer your enemies. Your battles: Play a role in a war between empires of 5 different
civilizations. This will be your hand in the struggle of world conquest. Key Features: Play five different civilizations through 35
single player campaigns. Alliances with up to five different civilizations. Over 50 victory cards Over 20 victory card icons Over
5 different civilizations available Automatic matchmaking allows you to play with others over the internet Gained experience
points, and technologies for winning battles. Video: World Conqueror promo video Game Review: The gamers web site says

World Conqueror is a game for five to ten players. Reviewer says it is for "the rest of us" who have an inordinate amount of free
time on their hands, the forums say it is for up to five players. World Conqueror was released on August 2, 2005. R.B. Bortz
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